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30+ Free Bonus Books Included! (Value: $299!)$2.99 For A Limited Time Only!!! Usual List Price
$9.99!.The Complete Healthy And Delicious Recipes Cookbook Box Set!Clean Eating Diet Recipes
CookbookElectric Pressure CookerDump Dinner RecipesPressure Cooker CookbookBook 1: Clean
Eating Diet Recipes Cookbook: Healthy and Delicious Recipes Cookbook for Weight LossThis book
contains proven steps and strategies on how to cook meals each day that help you get leaner and
stay leaner. These tasty, healthful meals can help you gain control of your eating, transforming your
daily diet from snacking and indulging to consuming the ingredients your body loves and thrive
on.And guess what? It all tastes great. You'll feel just as satisfied (if not more satisfied) eating these
recipes than you are now with your current regimen. This is what a lot of other cookbooks might
miss when making diet recommendations. Quality is just as key as quantity.Book 2: Electric
Pressure Cooker: Quick And Easy Pressure Cooker Recipes For Delicious MealsThis book contains
many easy and quick recipes to make delicious meals. The recipes have been given in the easiest
pattern for the ease of the readers. It has basic step by step procedure on how to use the pressure
cooker and make specific recipes by using it. The book contains many recipes ranging from stews,
soups, to delicious meaty meals. Not forgetting the sweet delights that have a section of their own.
The instructions and ingredients are very clear and very easy to follow.The science behind pressure
cooker is pretty simple. Water boils at a variable temperature in different pressure, the higher the
pressure, the higher the boiling point. This means food can be cooked at high temperature without
becoming dry or losing flavor. Book 3: Dump Dinner Recipes: 80+ Dump Dinner Recipes For A
Tight Budget Do you ever want easy recipes that can be done within minutes? Well youâ€™re in the
right place. Dump dinners are a popular form of cooking where you take ingredients and dump them
in a casserole dish or slow cooker, and then cook it for a period of time. They are popular because
of the low-maintenance that these have, and they donâ€™tâ€™ take long to prepare. For those who
are on the go, dump dinners are a great way to allow your family to have food that they want without
too much of a hassle.This book will give you easy dump dinner recipes that work well, and you just
have to dump them in. You donâ€™t have to be a professional cook for these recipes, but you can
just get these recipes without any issues. You can get everything prepared as well, so you can just
dump them in the dish or slow cooker, and youâ€™ll then be able to have a dinner thatâ€™s perfect
for you. Do this, and youâ€™ll have everything you want in no time. Book 4: Pressure Cooker
Cookbook: Easy and Delicious Recipes for Busy People This book is a complete guide for all those
who are looking for pressure cooker recipes as they want to cook food in an easier and quick way. If
you have a busy routine and do not find time for cooking lengthy and tougher meals then pressure

cooker can help you a lot in cooking whatever you want within a limited span of time. Not only the
main course dishes but several kinds of desserts, cakes, soups and many other items can also be
cooked easily by using pressure cooker. This book is comprised of recipes which include chicken,
beef and lamb and also you will find some recipes of desserts as well which can be cooked using
pressure cooker.Tags: Pressure Cooker Cookbook, Pressure Cooker Recipes, Crockpot, Slow
Cooker, Electric Pressure Cooker, Soup, Meals
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Usable recipes for quick easy meals. A nice collection. Who knew so many variations can be
created using a Pressure Cooker?My only reserve was the book formatting could have had more
attention so the piece looked tighter and well constructed. Shifting pages for recipe pieces was
awkward in a few cases however it did not take away from the concept of cooking great meals in a
Pressure Cooker. Overall the author opened the door for those unfamiliar with using that Pressure
Cooker they got for a present from Mom and Dad.

Pressure Cooker: Dump Dinners: Electric Pressure Cooker: Clean Eating: Box Set: -- What more

can anyone ask for? This book breaks the ceiling on old-school thinking with the introduction of the
Pressure Cooker, among other things that it boasts of too. This book set is surely one of the best
readers will come come across with. One will appreciate all the cooking tips using the pressure
cooker given here. More especially, the recipes. With all the bonus books including, grabbing this
book set is a very smart and practical purchase.

This is such an amazing deal! Four books for a price of one. What I like the most is the Pressure
Cooker Cookbook because it has a complete guide on how to prepare every recipes in this book. It
also provides a step by step guide in using a pressure cooker. I find that helpful for those who
doesn't know how to cook. The best part about this book are the wide selection of delicious recipes.

This is Very big book!!!! if it was hard copy probably it would be like university's booksbecause of
the length and the quality! This collection of books, This box set has got unlimited numbers of
recipes which you could try! Until now passed almost 5 days from the day i bought it and i already
tested 3 recipes! The result was amazing!!!! I never eat before so good tasted and good smelling
meal! I will try and the next recipes!

This book great! It is a complete guide for all those who are looking for pressure cooker recipes.
Iâ€™ve to say there is a lot of good ones. â€œPressure Cookerâ€• was well written and was very
easy to understand all instructions. Overall, amazing book for this cooking method. Highly
recommended.

I am using Pressure Cooker since I am very busy person. I need to cook fast for my family because
I have a business to take care of. The recipes provided in this Boxset book are awesome. This is I
wanted to cooked for my family at the same time no hassle because you can cooked them fast
which have the outcome really delicious. They are mouthwatering recipes. The use of cooker can
help me out in making my meal preparation process easy and convenient.

I have been very busy lately and so I am not able to cook my own food at home, I just tend to take
home ready-to-eat food for my convenience. Not so healthy, I know. That's why I am looking for
ways to cook food quickly than usual using only the stuff I already have at home and luckily I found
this.This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to cook easy and quick dishes using
only a pressure cooker. Isn't that amazing? It gives out tips on how to cook in a pressure cooker

and recipes you could try on your own. Cooking in a pressure cooker is quite tricky but you'll get
used to it and handle it easily as you follow through these given tips.Great guidebook.

Too much recipes .. !! I purchased this book randomly without any concern. I love cooking so i
always keep on looking to make new dishes. I have used this book to prepare few recipes. I enjoyed
reading this book. This book is really helpful for the persons who are working in the restaurant,
hotels field and also for persons like me .... !!!
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